ENERGY STONE CROWN STERLING SILVER MEDITATION SPINNER RING

A ROYAL PIECE, WITH A ROYAL PURPOSE – The focal point of this unique ring is
undeniable: the shimmering crown on the spinner. Making for an easy and enjoyable
grip, the crown detail is on-trend and enables seamless spinning both fast and slow.
With an intricate design and high attention to detail, you can enjoy this ring for the
fashion statement it makes and for its soothing, de-stressing qualities.
PEACEFUL AND CALMING EFFECT – Enhance your meditation practice and bring
yourself a sense of calm on the most hectic of days. Use the crown enhanced spinner
to release nervous energies and restore your sense of inner balance no matter where
you are.
HANDMADE ARTISAN CRAFTSMANSHIP – Featuring a detailed design regal in
nature and appearance, the look is one that reminds us of days past. Symbolizing
royalty, power and autonomy, the 3D nature of the design allows you to feel every
pattern as you spin. Quality craftsmanship and 925 sterling silver are what make this
ring a piece to last a lifetime.
WEARABLE ON ANY FINGER – With a gorgeous, wide band, the Crown is 11mm wide
from knuckle to knuckle and 8 grams in weight. Elegant yet substantial, this ring
makes a statement on any finger and its wide-band style gives it comfort and appeal,
whether you choose to wear it on your index, middle, ring finger or thumb.
THE PERFECT GIFT FOR A LOVED ONE – This Energy Stone Crown Spinner Ring is for
someone seeking quality, autonomy, power and peace in their life. Give the gift of
calm and productive energy. This ring is delivered to you ready to be gifted,
complete with a charming ring box and silver cleaning cloth. Buy today!

------------------

Energy Stone CROWN Meditation Spinner Ring
Feel the Power
Designed by artists, crafted by artisans, the Energy Stone Crown meditation spinner
ring represents the finest quality. Telling a story of royalty, nobleness and power, the
featured crown on the spinner gives this ring its special character. Easy to grip, the
spinner can be spun at any speed to restore peace and serenity to your day. Using
the effect of antique-finished silver mixed with bright polished silver, the end result is
a detailed and dimensional design that catches the eye. Both comfortable and
elegant, the 11mm wide band is flared at the edges to ensure full range of motion,
and 925 sterling silver make it beautiful to see and durable to wear.

